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About This Game

First the Minotaur conquered the Castle and wrecked the Forests, bellowing laughter and ruin. Then the Dragon returned to the
Mountain, bathing its ancient halls in searing flame. Now behind them both a creature unspoken pulls the strings, orchestrating

this world's extinction from a strange darkness...

They've taken everything from you. Now it's time to take them down.

TURN-BASED TACTICAL SLAUGHTER

Use your wits and strategy to overcome all obstacles! Every decision is permanent and death creeps closer with every step... but
even death is just an opportunity for the fun to start again, as every restart creates an entirely new adventure!

Three story campaigns to play, plus a remix Endless mode: The Tower

Random levels and game-changing Legendary items keep every game fresh

Smart, no-fuss character building systems keep the action moving

Seven massively unique heroes to master, each with fearsome strengths and skills
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CHOOSE YOUR COMBAT STYLE

Be The Thief, a backstabbing scoundrel who lurks in the shadows and leaps from bushes to strike unwary targets

...The Alchemist, a daydreamer with the skills to craft incredible potions and a penchant for building custom firearms from
scavenged parts

...The Ranger, an archer with a heart of gold who raises a trusty Dog companion to fight at their side

...The Wizard, a spell-slinging exile who was too quick with a good Fireball for the Academy's bureaucrats

...The Fighter, a veteran sword-and-steel mercenary who's seen too much bloodshed to let this war crush any more

...The Paladin, a holy monk who swore to strike down evil in its many forms—and who sees a great deal of evil

...or be The Pugilist, a human wrecking ball who lives to find an enemy they can't finish with a fist to the face!

IT'S GOING TO GET MESSY

Between bloodthirsty Bandits, deadly Ogres, vulgar Werewolves, the cruelest Cockatrices, ancient unknown Horrors and much
much more... there's so much out there that wants you dead. You can't let them have their way. Cardinal Quest II's many

challenges await you!
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Once you get past the initial vertigo, the game is actually quite fun to mess around with.
I believe the game itself isn't currently accessible right now, as every time I hit "Play game" it just sends me to the tutorial on
repeat.
This isn't much of an issue, however, since the concept of the game is promising and as such, the tutorial is fun on its own. I
look forward to the progression of this game.

Get the game, mess around for a few minutes, and wait for updates. That is my current thought process in regards to this game
as of the date of this review.. I am still figuring out the scoring and mechanics of this game, but it is beautiful and a fun casual
game best played late at night wtih headphones.. More of a glorified iPhone game than a PC game, especially compared to
games like Battlestations Pacific, its only really worth getting your hands on if you have a much neglected itch for propper
WW2 naval combat. Everything from tiny PT Boats and submarines to the Yamato and Yorktown are included in this game..
The game looked realy promissing when i watched some let's plays.
However, when i started playing i found navigating was tedious and my dwarven crew was off fighting what ever, chasing siders
and goblin traders and generaly geting themself stuck on blocks (under water)

I do not get the feeling this game is comming out of Beta as a finished product, i could be wrong but ill pass on this tilte until it
matures a little more.. Good but difficult if you don't know what you're doing.. The first two bosses were interesting and
challenging but as the game progressed they started being pretty pathetic. The story felt like an excuse for things to happen to
you. The game doesn't really tell you what you're supposed to do or in what order so you end up going in circles or just clicking
on the hints nonstop. You search through the same item search, it gets extremely repetitive after a while there is not much
variety at all. Your character takes notes, but they don't feel like they add anything to the experience, it's just "Oh, he wrote
something down... great" The final boss was the easiest, shouldn't the final boss be the hardest part of a game? art direction and
soundtrack aren't great, there are honestly better games out there.. Bit expensive for what it is. It has music that goes like DING
DING DING DONG DONG. DING DING DONG DONG DING DING DONG. Du dubidubi du du du du dubidubi dubidu.
DING DING DING DING DONG. DING DING DONG DONG DING DING DONG.

Love. worst ♥♥♥♥ing game ive ever played

dev if youre reading this n*ck yourself. I've never been disappointed with a two dollar sale, until now.
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Bad game that barely gives you any indication of how it's meant to be played. Books fall down continuously in two columns on
the screen, and you're supposed to click and drag them to sort them. It hardly ever works, and you often lose within the first few
minutes of playing. Something more than a few second long video of someone playing to act as a tutorial would've been nice.
Definitely pass.. Around two years ago I was looking for a game about piloting planes and possibly shooting other planes,
because I was always somewhat interested in this sort of genre. Since I'm not really into simulations I thought I try out the
"Blazing Angels" games, but Ubisoft apparently can't make games work on Windows 7 and so far I wasn’t able to run both
“Blazing Angels” games on my pc.

So I was still looking for a game to scratch that itch I was having. I then stumbled onto "Air Conflicts: Secret Wars". Looking
primarily for a game that would let me fly something like prototype planes from the Second World War I thought with a title
like "Secret Wars" I'd hit the jackpot.

Well, after about 5 hours I'm sure of a few things:
(0. So far I haven't seen a plane I would describe as a prototype, just the standard planes of British and Russian fighter planes
and/or bombers. But this is mostly my fault for expecting something that the game probably doesn't provide. That’s the reason
I’m not factoring this in my overall opinion of the game, but I thought I let you know.)

1. I had to restart my campaign progression, because I couldn't find my save files after I de-installed the game, so I spent the last
hour or so of my whole experience with this game getting back to where I was before.
But after only 5 hours I seriously couldn't drag myself through the campaign again. Story wise it progresses very slowly, since
there isn't much happening inside of the mission except for a few radio messages every now and then. "Cutscenes" outside of
the missions are made with a comic-like style and subtitles (although they are narrated). Everything else is pure text (mostly
diary entries).
Also missions seem to be very repetitive (from what I've seen of the game). So far it's been pretty much about shooting other
fighter planes, shooting bombers, destroying stationary ground targets, destroying moving ground targets and sometimes
defending other planes by doing the before mentioned things. Although it’s maybe a bit unfair to expect more of this sort of
game.

2. Overall control of the planes and how keys are setup works really nice, although some advanced maneuvers, like looping or
barrel-rolls don't seem to be possible. I was playing on the arcade mouse + keyboard setting, so it's maybe possible that
controlling the game with a joystick or something similar might enable it.

3. Shooting other planes felt like fun, although I couldn't really find a good middle way with the difficulty settings. Either I was
shooting everything easily while not really getting shot at (aside from stationary AA) or I was damaged far too fast for me to
enjoy the game. So while the original control and feeling for a plane is nice, it just isn’t fun for too long, when barely anything
gives you a fight and what you’re doing is pretty much flying circles to get a few hits on target and repeat.

Over all I could say it probably wasn't the game I was looking for (I'm much more sure it was "Blazing Angels" but that didn't
work out). I should have also probably checked a few reviews or just some random campaign gameplay before I bought it.
It's just that the game isn't bad, maybe the story gets better after a while or the missions are more varied in the end, but to get
there I don't want to go through the first missions again.

Although I don’t have knowledge of the full game, after the 5+ hours I have no desire to play it again, because have tried to get
into the game, but it just won’t click, like many other games do.
So no, I cannot recommend this game.. Not as thrilling as the description says.
Extremely ugly visuals.
Combat feels awful and enemies auto hit you.
Textures and assets pop in 3 feet from the player.
Terrible.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ZC8_v8sTz8s. i got to be sperm and fly into some♥♥♥♥♥♥(literally)
10/10-ign. Awesome puzzle game. Really not for the weak minded. But the good part is, if you ever get stuck in a level, you can
try other branches to get to the next level. And it is even better to play with the steam controller. ;)
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